About Knowitall

Knowitall features a wide assortment of over 8,200 media assets, created by South Carolina ETV with a variety of partners for preK-12. Much of the content has been optimized for tablets and mobile devices. As of July 25, 2018, you will find approximately:

ASSETS
- 4,506 videos
- 1,265 audio files
- 278 photo galleries and 1,757 photos
- 125 interactives
- 344 documents (67 are Teacher Resources)
- and the content continues to grow!

Getting Started

Search

Knowitall’s navigation is meant to be super easy. Users can start with a simple keyword search to find assets or they can use the drop-down for a more advanced search.

Advanced searching is also available for specific grade-levels. Find quick links below:
- Early Childhood (PreK-2)
- Elementary (3-5)
- Middle School (6-8)
- High School (9-12)
How to Use Knowitall

Subjects

https://www.knowitall.org/subject

We have nine major subject areas, each with sub-topics aligned to standards.

Career Education  English Language Arts  Health Education
Math               Science                Social Studies
Technology         Visual & Performing Arts World Languages

Example: Social Studies > S.C. History > see screenshot below

Series

https://www.knowitall.org/series

Series are the heart of Knowitall. We currently have over 200 series. Many of our signature series like Artopia, GullahNet, Hobby Shop, Kids Work!, Let's Go! and RiverVenture have been used by students and educators for almost 18 years. We're excited about our newest signature series, Between the Waters, Southern Campaign and History in a Nutshell.

Find video series that have been locally produced by SCETV, or by SCETV with other entities, or with rights obtained for South Carolina-use ONLY in the ETV StreamlineSC collection.
At least 90% of Knowitall assets are available for public use, but please note, series that are for South Carolina-use ONLY require a LearningWhy account. These assets will display a “lock” until the user has logged in. Find a full listing here.

Collections
https://www.knowitall.org/collections

There are many related assets among our series. These assets are conveniently gathered in popular collections like African American History, Career Explorations!, Native American Heritage, Women’s History, and many more.

Resources
https://www.knowitall.org/teacher-resources

Knowitall has resources you need for your curriculum planning. Find South Carolina standard correlations, lesson plans, student activities and other supplementary materials.

Don’t Miss!

Visit our Blog for monthly updates and quick links and check out the What's New page for our latest additions.
Exploring Assets

In 2018, we added the ability to share ANY asset via Google Classroom. Many of the assets are available to download offline. When available closed-captioning and/or transcripts are available with videos.

Each asset on Knowitall has metadata applied to ensure the asset displays under the appropriate subjects and grade levels. For the example below, on the right-side, metadata shows *Detective Bonz and the SC History Mystery: Part 1* video is for 3rd grade (3-5). For this first video in this series, it’s tagged with “First People and Early Explorers” to match the 3rd grade Social Studies standards).

Whenever there are multiple parts in a series, scroll down to “More in the Series” to continue.

To explore assets further, users can click through the metadata on the right. Using the same example above for *Detective Bonz and the SC History Mystery: Part 1*, users can select “First People and Early Explorers” to find more assets.
For a specific grade-level search, users can select “Elementary (3-5)” and select a Subject from the drop-down ...

... or start typing.

Users can also filter by content type (example: Video)